
Edward Northcutt
[Please DM for contact information.]

Accomplished Lead Software Engineer with a strong background in DevOps and a specialization in CI/CD processes and cloud-based
solution architecture. Demonstrated success in managing large-scale, on-premises enterprise environments, streamlining software
processes, and boosting system efficiency. Seeking a challenging technical leadership role in a forward-thinking company where I can
apply my DevOps expertise and contribute to operational excellence.

Skills
Programming Languages: Java, Javascript, Typescript, Python, Golang, Ruby, HTML, CSS.
Tools: Git, Docker, Terraform, Shell Scripting, Ansible, Kubernetes
Cloud Platforms: AWS, Pivotal Cloud Foundry
Others: Automated Software Testing, Data Visualization, ELK Stack, GitLab (including CI/CD), GitHub, Linux System
administration, Log Analysis, Microsoft Office Suite (Excel, Word, PowerPoint), Puppet, Spring Framework, Spring Boot, SQL,
System Design, Troubleshooting

Experience

Lead Software Engineer, State Farm (Bloomington, IL/Hyrbid-Remote)
August 2020 - Present

Directed and enhanced Source Control Management (SCM) and Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment (CI/CD)
capabilities, providing support to over 10,000 engineers in various stages of the software development lifecycle, including CI/CD
Pipelines, application architecture, service resiliency, and development practices.
Implemented Agile workflows and partnered with product teams to realize future enhancement visions.
Developed and presented educational materials for internal employees.
Mentored peers, fostering a collaborative and knowledge-sharing environment.

Achievements:

Engineered a shared CI/CD service using Gitlab Runners, which allowed internal users to leverage shared infrastructure. This
service enabled users to provide their own runtime via a container image and securely facilitated container builds using sysbox
for enhanced isolation. By 2022, this system managed over half of all pipelines at State Farm, leading to significant
optimizations and economies of scale. In 2023 this system was successfully migrated from an on-premises environment to AWS
and now provides robust autoscaling.
Launched and supported various inner-source projects to accelerate development, including Terraform modules, container
images for pipeline usage, and example projects for internal documentation.
Developed a cloud-based solution to collect CI/CD metrics and used Grafana to create consumer-facing dashboards, showcasing
current and historic usage of the shared CI/CD platform.
Successfully transitioned users from an internal Jenkins service to our shared GitLab CI/CD service, devising solutions for users
who encountered migration challenges.

Software Developer, State Farm (Bloomington, IL)
June 2018 - August 2020

Collaborated with a team of seven engineers to maintain and enhance a proprietary tool used for the design and implementation
of insurance products. This tool was a complex system comprising a user interface, a backend for validation of intricate models,
and an IBM DB2 database storage backend.
Maintained a diverse set of backend components, including REST endpoints and Java IMS services, which communicated
asynchronously with an IBM Message Queue (MQ) server.
Assisted in the migration of these components to a strategic internal platform that utilized technologies such as Postgres,
RabbitMQ, Spring Boot, and Pivotal Cloud Foundry.

Achievements:

Developed an internal tool used to scan projects, identify vulnerable dependencies, and provide upgrade suggestions or
automatic upgrades to a secure version. This tool was eventually handed-off to an application security team and included in
their tooling.
Played a pivotal role in the successful migration of applications from a legacy WAS platform to an internal Pivotal Cloud Foundry
platform by migrating several components independently.

IT/Systems Intern, State Farm (Champaign, IL)
Summer 2017 - Spring 2018

Contributed to a team effort to develop a solution to automate PCI DSS compliance audits, aiming to reduce company expenses.
Handed-off the prototype to the product team at the conclusion of the internship.
Served as a full stack developer, with responsibilities including front end design work, maintaining a database, and configuring
backend web and SQL servers.
Assisted business partners in writing recovery plans to restore business activities in the event of a disruption.

Education

B.S. in Agricultural and Consumer Economics - University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign
Fall 2014 - Spring 2018

Concentration in Finance in Agribusiness
Relevent Course Work:

Data Structures (CS 225)
Retirement and Benefit Planning (ACE 449)
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